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The Johnsonian

THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE STUDENT BODY OF WINTHROP COLLEGE

VOLUME VII, NUMBER 5

ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA, OCTOBER 13, 1923

SUBSCRIPTION ELIM A YEAR

CHAPEL PROCESSION FOR 1923-30 ANNOUNCED

Miss Rebecca Vasey and Miss Lena Wilkes Named Chief Processors

MISS GEORGE WASHINGTON

At the chapel service on Thursday, October 4, Dr. Thomson of the University of Chicago, who was in the city for the past year and will return to the College next January, was introduced to the students of the college. After the service, Dr. Thomson was given a cordial reception by the students present.

INTERNATIONAL AUTHORITY

Eugenia Willis, Grace Sindi, Sarah Austin, and Miriam Woods.

COLLEGE WHOSE AUTHORITY MUST BE

The president of Winthrop, Mr. John G. Macdonald, spoke briefly on the occasion. He expressed his thanks for the high privilege of being chosen to be the president of the college, and said that he would do his best to carry out the wishes of the students.

HOCKEY TEAMS OUT TO PRACTICE

Variously Turned on First Day by Dr. Macdonald

Miss Charles

That hockey is still in style among the students who number the practice on the first day, and Miss Charles, who was the only player present, showed that she was not to be trifled with. The game was very exciting, and Miss Charles played well, scoring two goals in the first half.

NEW MEMBERS ADDED TO TEACHING STAFF

In Extension of the Work of the Department, Administration

Mr. James P. Klaude, President of the State Normal School, was introduced to the students present. He expressed his thanks for the high privilege of being chosen to be the president of the college, and said that he would do his best to carry out the wishes of the students.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE WORK OF A. N. W. C.

The Rock Hill Branch of the A. N. W. C. held its annual meeting in Johnson Hall Thursday evening last. A large number of people were present, and the meeting was a great success. The chairman of the meeting was Mr. John G. Macdonald, who expressed his thanks for the high privilege of being chosen to be the president of the college, and said that he would do his best to carry out the wishes of the students.

CHARLOTTE PLAYERS TO PRESENT "BAD MAN"

Charlotte Beene Leona in Official Production

In the auditions of the Charlotte Players, Miss Beene Leona will present the play "The Bad Man." The play is a very popular one, and is sure to be a big success. The Charlotte Players have been preparing for this play for several weeks, and are confident of a fine success.

PULASKI'S JAPENSEN IN CHARGE

Pulaski's Japensen is in charge of the play "The Bad Man." The play is a very popular one, and is sure to be a big success. The Charlotte Players have been preparing for this play for several weeks, and are confident of a fine success.

MINNEAPOLIS TIMES
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Notes from the Musical World

The World Moves On and Up

Anglo-American Parity Arranged

British and American diplomats have agreed on a new international agreement for the first time in the history of the two nations. The agreement is expected to lead to closer relations between the two countries and will be a step forward in the development of Anglo-American cooperation.


day's...
WINTHROP STUDENTS
To Rock Hill and Carolina Sweets
End Main Street

"The Quality Store"
Fountain Delicacies Hot Lunches
Make our store your eating place when down town

WINTHROP HEADQUARTERS

The London Printery
123-127 Hampton Street

ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA

NEW ARRIVALS

ROCK HILL CANDY & FRUIT CO.
Get Ready For Winter

Beautiful Quality Hose
Kayer and Gordon

Every wanted shade, full fashion, pure thread silk $1.95

FRIEDHEIM'S

You Spend One-Third of Your Life in Bed. and Two-
Highest quality in workman-

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Every wanted shade, full ti? 1  ^*1  f  •
Our expert fitting will give you a new lease on life!

For self-supporting students desiring fascinating, remunera-
Beautiful Quality Hose

Kayser and Gordon

Electrex Heating Pads

FRIEDHEIM'S

Kayser and Gordon

BIBLE STUDY COURSES EXPLAINED IN LECTURES
By Mrs. Dollarres Illustrated

In Rooms of Studies

Beginning Thursday

J. L. PHILLIPS DRUG COMPANY
Main Street

Phone 111

You Spend One-Third of Your Life in Bed, and Two-
Thirds On Your Feet

Pay as Much Attention to Foot Comfort as You Do Bed Comfort

Our expert fitting will give you a new lease on life!

Winthrop L'Instructeur

A new model, combining stylish comfort and lasting qual-
Highest quality in workman-

Phone 148

LUMBER and MILLWORK

LUMBER MILLWORK

Phone 148

CATAWBA LUMBER COMPANY
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